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Vertiefung

Topic: lntegrat¡on of Ongoing Time Points ¡nto PostgresQl

Data that is associated with time intervals to denote its validity is present in many real-world

applications. Examples include employment contracts, insurance policies, and telecommuni-

cation contracts. A contract often has a fixed start date and an end date that keeps increasing

as time passes by until the contract is modified or terminated. The end date is ongoing. A

typical example of an ongoing end date is now.

Current database systems like PostgreSQL provide the keywords CURRENT-TIME, CUR-

RENT-DATE, and CURRENT-TIMESTAMP to incorporate the ongoing time point now for diffe-

rent time granularities. These keywords are always instantiated at a query's compile time, i.e.,

they are replaced with the time the query is evaluated. Thus, none of the current database sy-

stems allows storing ongoing time points uninstantiated in a relation in order to, e.9., preserve

the information that a contract has an ongoing end date,

ln this project, the student should carefully study the concept of ongoing time points and imple-

ment a set of ongoing time points into the kernel of PostgreSQl to provide native support for

ongoing time points without the need of instantiating them. Additionally, the student should un-

derstand the impact of supporting ongoing time points in a database system on the functions

and predicates for the corresponding data types.

Tasks

1. Literature study on the basic ongoing time point now l1l, possible implementations of

now 13,41, and why the ongoing time point now is not sufficient to achieve query results

that remain valid as time passes by [2].

2. lmplement time domain f)v : {a,c*,*c,a*c) (definition in [2]) in PostgreSQl by ex-

tending the date data type. The ongoing time points must not be instantiated in your
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implementation.

3. Discuss the challenges of a database-internal implementation of ongoing time points

(extension of data types) and its benefits in comparison with representing ongoing time
points with existing, unmodified data types.

4. Discuss the impact of your extension of the dafe data type on the corresponding time

interval data type daterange and the functions and predicates that PostgreSQl provides

for the two data types.

5. Write a report.
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